inkseal is a product to seal inkjet prints so that our UV epoxy & glaze can be used on them. It is recommended that you use glossy or semi glossy paper, these papers tend to be water proof and won’t absorb the inkseal. To use inkseal be sure to let the printed page dry for an hour before applying inkseal. Then simply put a small amount on the print and brush it evenly over the surface.

Do not over brush as this may agitate the print and dissolve the ink causing it to smear. Make sure to get a layer over every part of the print. Then let dry until clear. The product turns clear once dried.

You can also use inkseal to adhere a print inside a bezel before doming. To do this, brush a liberal amount of inkseal inside the bezel being sure to coat the entire surface. Brush a small amount onto the back of the print as well to assure there will be no pockets of air trapped behind the print. Then place the print inside the bezel and press in place.

Now you can paint more inkseal on top of the print, being sure to coat it in such a way as to create a barrier of inkseal all around the edge and up a little around the bezel (see image).

Once sealed just let dry until clear and then apply UV epoxy glaze.

Cleanup is simple with water. Clean the top on the cap after use to prevent any inkseal from hardening on the twist open top.

inkseal is a product of EpoxyJewelry.com